Volunteer Opportunity – NTC Map Research & Distribution

Nature in the City has been hard at work over the past months developing an updated map of the local environment in San Francisco. Based on our previous version, this map serves to artfully illustrate the wilderness in San Francisco over the streets and neighborhoods we call home. We are moving into the final stages of this project and are seeking volunteers to help us get this map into the community.

**Location:** Nature in the City office, 1605 Church St.

**Time:** December through March

**Role Descriptions:**

Volunteers – The responsibilities of the volunteers for this short term project will range from finalizing a list of potential vendors and media contacts prior to the sales and distribution of the finished map. Once the map is printed and ready you will be asked to help with picking up the product from storage and getting it to the vendor. The distribution of the map will also require social media coverage, so if you are quick with tweets and good with pictures then we hope to hear from you too.

**Contact:**

Bette Mc Donnell, Marketing & Development Director
Bette@natureinthecity.org